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ABSTRACT 

The power balance of the bulk electrons and ions in 
discharges with 37 kW of applied microwave power in the 
ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) is examined in a zero-dimensional 
model using data on the intensity ana linewidth of the 
molecular and atomic hydrogen emission. At least 60& of the 
applied power is ultimately dissipated by processes involving 
the neutral particles, including dissociation of molecules, 
ionization of and radiation from atoms, and heating of cold 
electrons produced during atomic ionization. The molecular 
influx rate and the density of atoms are used independently to 
determine the bulk electron particle confinement time, and an 
upper bound estimate is made of the diffusional power loss 
from the bulk plasma electrons. Parameters derived from the 
basic spectroscopic data presented in this paper include the 
neutral atom density 2-5x10 , D c m - 3 , incident molecular flux 
3-5x10 1 5 cm~ 2s~', bulk ion temperature *3 eV, and particle 
confinement time <1.1 ms. The bulk electron energy 
confinement time is 0.7 ms or less in the standard operating 
regime. Published data on the nonthermal electron and ion 
populations in the plasma are used to evaluate approximately 
the overall energy flow in the discharge. 
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!. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper the power balance of an ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) 
discharge with an applied microwave power of 37-i8 kW is analyzed using basic 
atomic and molecular parameters of the plasma to determine the ultimate loss 
mechanisms for the energy in the bulk plasma electrons. These parameters are 
derived from data taken during a study of the plasma background light associated 
with Thomson scattering measurements. With the aid of published data on the 
nonthermal electron and ion populations in the plasma this analysis is extended 
to provide an approximate evaluation of the overall power balance for the 
discharge. This is the first time a detailed analysis of the power balance in EBT 
has been made using the neutral particle parameters of the plasma. The 
discussion is limited to a relatively low power discharge; however, the methods 
and results of this elementary investigation should aid in analyzing the behavior 
of higher power discharges and in evaluating the prospects of this type of device 
for plasma heating experiments. 

For several years the microwave-heated EBT was considered as a 
possible approach to nuclear fusion.1"8 Until last year, when EBT was shut 
down, work was under way to design and build a large-scale proof-of-principle 
experiment which was intended to produce plasmas with the parameters of 
modern tokamaks.9,10 The physical interest of the EBT plasma is enhanced by 
the fact that none of the particle species present in the plasma is in thermal 
equilibrium, either by itself or with the other species. Except at very high 
filling pressures the translational disequilibrium of the neutral atoms in EBT is 
evident from the Balmer alpha line shape. The relative emission intensities of 
certain lines of molecular hydrogen show that the molecules are out of 
rotational equilibrium. Published data have long attested to the nonequilibrium 
nature of the electrons aa'J ions in EBT. in particular, early Thomson scattering 
measurements revealed bulk electron densities and temperatures of less than or 
about 1x1Q12 cm" 3 and 150 eV, respectively, at the discharge center for electron 
cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) powers of about 20 kW at IS GHz in the 
normal ope. ating regime. 1 1 ' 1 3 Measurements taken after the machine had been 
modified as EBT-S to permit ECRH at 28 GHz with powers of up to 200 kW 
yielded similar electron temperatures and densities according to Thomson 
scattering. 1 3 , H (When operated with 18 GHz resonant microwave power, the 
machine is referred to as EBT-l.) At the same time, x-ray bremsstrahlung 
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measurements rsvealed the presence of electrons with effective temperatures of 
from several hundred electron volts to above l keV . , 5 - , a These higher energy 
electrons have customarily been reported as the bulk electron population of the 
plasma, and several analyses of confinement on EBT have bt^n made on this 
basis. 6 ' 7- 1 8 Recent reports have reconfirmed that, botli groups exist, with a 
majority of the electrons belonging to the lower temperature group detected in 
the Thomson scattering measurements. 1 3 '™>' 9 (For this reason, the electron 
population detected by Thomson scattering is referred to as the "bulk electrons" 
in this paper.) Microwaves generate plasmas easily at low powers 2 0 , 2 1 and have 
been shown to provide efficient heating of large, high-temperature plasmas. z 2 , 2 3 

The failure to achieve higher bulk electron temperatures in EBT is thus puzzling. 
Until quite recently, the apparent conflict between x-ray and Thomson scattering 
measurements has obscured studies of the power balance in EBT. It is, 
therefore, of considerable interest to determine what ultimately happens to the 
microwave energy applied to this plasma. This paper is an attempt, to do this 
using eiementary observations of the plasma combined with some simple 
assumptions about the plasma geometry and parameters. 

A more detailed outline of this paper follows; after a description of 
the device, spectroscopic data on the atomic and molecular hydrogen emission 
from the plasma are presented in Sec. II. These data are then used to evaluate 
the zero-oimensional power balance of the bulk electron plasma (Sec. III). It is 
possible to determine the ultimate mechanisms for the dissipation of nearly all 
the energy in the bulk plasma in terms of processes involving atoms and 
molecules. In a 37 kW EBT-I plasma, the electrons expend a power nearly equal 
to the applied microwave power through the following mechanisms, of which the 
first two primarily involve the bulk plasma electrons: (i) reactions with 
hydrogen atoms and molecules, (ii) Coulomb collisions with cold electrons 
produced in the plasma by ionization of hydrogen atoms, and (iii) diffusional 
losses of hot electrons from the plasma. Quantities derived from the 
spectroscopic data include the density of atomic hydrogen, ihe incident flux of 
molecular hydrogen, the ion temperature, and upper bounds on the gross particle 
and electron energy confinement times of the bulk electron plasma. The energy 
confinement time is evaluated primarily using the neutral atom density obtained 
from the H K emission. This approach is based on the fact that the neutral atom 
population is essentially uniform throughout the plasma. The energy 
confinement time, <0.7 rns, is consistent with the particle confinement time, < 
1.1 ms, derived from the incident flux of molecules, which is evaluated with the 
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aid of the observed intensity of molecular line emission. The ten energy balance 
of the plasma is investigated in Sec. IV using parameters derived rrom the 
spectroscopic data. The calculated bulk ion temperature =̂3 eV is consistent 
with the H a line profile observed in EBT-I. Energetic ions, which were observed 
in charge-exchange measurements and whose energy (>20 eV) has often been 
reported as tfte ion temperature of the pJasma, are found to correspond to a 
small fraction of the total ion population in EBT-l and may be produced by a 
parametric heating mechanism. 

The overall power flow for the 37-38 kW EBT-l discnarge is 
discussed in the concluding section of this paper. At high filling pressures the 
bulk plasma power balance discussed in Sees. Ill and IV is sufficient to describe 
the plasma behavior. However, a consistent understanding of the power balance 
of the discharge as a whole under standard operating conditions requires 
consideration of the hot electrons. A discussion of the precise relationship 
between the hot electrons and the bulk electrons is beyond the scope of this 
paper. It can, however, be assumed that they are heated more directly by ECRH 
and transfer energy to the colder bulk electrons through Coulomb collisions 
while undergoing direct loss through diffusion and related transport processes. 
The ultimate mechanisms for dissipation of most of the applied power in the 37 
kW EBT discharge can be identified with Lhe bulk electrons, rather than the hot 
electron population, because (i) the hot electron population is small and (ii) it 
contributes to the ultimate power loss from the discharge approximately in 
proportion to its relative density. In the higher (up to 200 kW) power EBT-S 
discharges, however, the bulk electrons, whose parameters differ little from 
those in EBT-I at powers on the order of 30 kW, cannot dissipate more than a 
small fraction of the applied microwave power. Thus, power balance studies for 
EBT-S will require another, more detailed, treatment of the hot electrons and 
the mechanisms by which they loss energy. 

II. DATA 

The origins of the EBT concept and the construction and operation of 
the device have been discussed in detail by Glowienka.5 In this section a brief 
description of EBT wil l be given and the data used in the power balance 
calculations will be presented. 

EB1 consisted of twenty-four 50-cm-diam cylindrical aluminum 
cavities joined toroidally by 22-crr.-diam connecting sectors into a torus with a 
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major diameter of 300 cm. The connecting sectors were surrounded by 
water-cooled copper windings to make a sequence of 2 :1 magnetic mirror traps 
which generated a closed, bumpy toroidal magnetic field. The magnetic field in 
the center of the cavities was typically about 5 kG for resonant heating at 18 
GHz (in EBT-I) or 7.5 kG for 28 GHz (in EBT-S). This paper deals exclusively 
with the behavior of discharges in EBT-I. The device was operated in a steady 
state with microwave power applied equally to each of tha twenty-four cavities. 
The power was not selected as to the direction of the electric field vector of 
the waves (i.e., ordinary or extraordinary mode), but this was probably not 
important since the plasma density was far below critical, so that the 
microwaves could be absorbed in multiple passes. A typical discharge consisted 
of a toroidal plasma and, in each of the aluminum cavities, a less dense (about 
one tenth of the density of the toroidal plasma), high-energy (> 100 
keV/electron) electron annulus1 6 '2 4 with a minor radius of 2-3 cm and a major 
radius of * I2 cm approximately centered in the cavity mitiplane. The toroidal 
plasma had a densit" of * 10 1 2 cm - 3 and consisted of a "bulk" plasma with an 
electron temperature of around 100 eV measured by Thomson scat ter ing" ' 1 3 ' ' 4 ' 1 6 

and a less dense (a quarter or less of the total electron density) "hot" electron 
component with an effective temperature Tg^OO eV determined by soft x-ray 
bremsstrahlurtg measurements.8''3'1 5"1 7 The electron annuli and the hot electron 
component are neglected in the derivation of the bulk plasma parameters in 
5ecs. in and IV, but are discussed qualitatively in Sec. V. 

EBT had three operating regimes, referred to as the C (cold), T 
(toroidal), and M (mirror) modes, in order of their appearance with decreasing 
filling pressure.5'16 The C-mode had the highest electron densities, an electron 
temperature Te<50 eV, and almost no electron annuli. The T-mode was the 
optimum operating regime for the plasma, with ail three electron components 
present: the toroidal plasma, which included the bulk electrons and a hot 
electron component,,3, l 9 as well as high energy electron annul;. The H-mode 
occurs at the lowest filling pressures for which a discharge can exist and is 
characterized by a low density, unstable plasma with a large concentration of 
high energy electrons. Except for some examples from the C-mode, the present 
discussion is entirely devoted to the T-mode. 

Optical measurements were made across the horizontal diameter of 
one of the aluminum cavities as part of a study by this writer of the plasma 
background light in the Thomson scattering measurements on EBT-i.25 ("he data 
used in this paper come from that study. The Thomson scattering system faced 
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Background plasma light levels that vere many orders of magnitude greater than 
the levels or bremsstrahlung expected from a fully ionized plasma26 at these 
densities."' 1 3 The plasma emission in the range 600-720 nm was studied in 
detail and found to consist almost entirely of hydrogen molecular line radiation. 
Relatively few impurity lines were found, so the discharge can be regarded in 
the present discussion as a pure hydrogen plasma. The absolute intensity and 
spectral line shape of the hydrogen Balmer alpha (HK) emission were also 
measured. 

Figure 1 shows the variations with hydrogen filling pressure in the 
intensity of plasma light at wavelengths of 594, 720, and 656 (H^) nm measured 
with calibrated photomuitipliers and interference filters. (The full-width 
half-maxima of the filters were 3.0, 13.0, and 1.0 nm, respectively.) The 
wavelengths 694 and 720 nm have been chosen so as to exclude the strong Al I! 
triplet at X=704-706 nm which was the only significant impurity radiation seen 
in the wavelength range used for Thomson scattering. Also shown in Fig. l is 
the line-integrated electron density measured with a 70 GHz microwave 
interferometer during the same experiment. The data of Fig. ] were taken with 
30 kW of 18 GHz ECRH power plus 7-5 kW of supplementary microwave power 
at 10.6 GHz. (For this reason the discharge analyzed in this paper wil l be 
referred to as a "37 kW discharge.) The line labelled "r^l" in Fig. I denotes the 
relative line-integrated density of molecules in the vacuum vessel at the 
nominal filling pressure pu without a discharge, and is proportional to p H . The 
abscissa shows an uncalibrated ionization gauge reading which should be divided 
by the gauge sensitivity (^0.4) to give the nominal hydrogen pressure at the 
gauge, which was located at the end of a pipe attached to a flange on the vacuum 
vessel. In this paper all pressures are given in terms of uncalibrated gauge 
readings, as has been customary in reports on EBT. 

All the quantities plotted in Fig. 1 were measured absolutely. The 
value 1.0 on the ordinate corresponds to a line-integrated electron density of 
n7!=3.0xl013 cm" 3 across the midplane of one of the aluminum cavities, it also 
corresponds to brightnesses of BH 2 (694)=7 3x l0 f and SH .(720)" 2 -5x10e 

photons/s/cm2/nm at 694 and 720 nm, respectively, and BH o <=2.1x!0M H^ 
photons/s/cm^ at a distance of 225 cm from the cavity center viewing through a 
7.5-cm-diam window. The error limits in the intensity data are about 70%. 
Values within that range were obtained on many similar runs with different 
filter combinations as part of the above-mentioned study of plasma background 
light in the Thomson scattering measurements. The H^ intensity shown here can 
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be scaled within a factor of 1.5 to the Lyman alpha data (fcr scms^hst different 
conditions) of Lazar et al . , 2 7 when the flatness of the electron and atom density 
profiles, as well as other factors, are taksn into account. The absolute 
intensities at 694 and 720 nm were confirmed by the relative intensity of the 
plasma background light compared to the scattered signal in Thomson scattering 
and by other measurements taken under similar conditions. Qualitatively, the 
background light increased slightly more than linearly with applied microwave 
powers of up to 40 kW in EBT-I.25 Thus, the best early Thomson scattering data 
(ratio of peak scattered intensity to. average background intensity *2) were 
obtained with microwave powers of about 20 kW. Acceptable data were hard to 
obtain at 30 kW (intensity ratio below 1), and virtually impossible to obtain at 
powers of 40 kW or more with trie early multipulse Thomson scattering system. 
Above 40 kW, the hydrogen emission intensity appears to have increased less 
rapidly with applied power. 

Figure 2 shows the H a line shapes obtained with a Faory-Perot 
interferometer (FPi) for different discharge conditions. 2 8 ' 3 0 Curve A 
corresponds to typical T-mode conditions (an intermediate gauge pressure 
reading of 6-7 jiTorr), curves B and C, to icw pressure and moderately high 
pressure operation (3-4 jiTorr in the h-mode and !8 jiTorr in the C-mode, 
respectively) , and curve D, tc high pressure (above 40 jiTorr), very low 
temperature operation in the C-mode. The resolution of the interferometer is 0.1 
& or less in each of the profiles of Fig. 2. The H w line shapes in curves A-D are 
determined by Doppler broadening. The emitting atoms have energies roughly 
equal to those of the "Franck-Condon" dissociation product atoms from H2, which 
appear in two groups, with most probable energies of =0.3 eV and ^3-5 eV.31 

Balmer alpha line shapes that include contributions from atoms whose energies 
are close to the dissociation product energies can be seen in a wide variety of 
platmas ranging from capillary tubes to tokamaks.2 9 , 3 0 Neither of the two 
groups of dissociation product atoms is thermal ized3 1 and it is evident from Fig. 
2 that the atoms in EBT are not thermalized2 9 , 3 0 except possibly at very high 
pressures. (The line shape reported in ref. 28 corresponds to curve D of Fig. 2.) 
The straight tine fits of Fig. 2, curves A-C, re not meant to imply that the wide 
component of the H K spectrum corresponds to a Maxwellian distribution, since 
the fits extend over less than an order of magnitude in the intensity. Radiation 
from atoms at the ion temperature (»3 eV; cf. Sec. IV) can explain the structure 
near the transition between the wide and narrow components in the spectra of 
Fig. 2. 
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Langmuir probe measurements in EBT-I showed that T e within a few 
cm of the vessel wall was about 15 eV, rising rapidly to >30 eV, while early 
Thomson scattering measurements at low microwave powers in EBT-I (£30 kW) 
yielded central temperatures between 60 and ISO eV in the T-mode.1''1 6 

Subsequent measurements with an improved Thomson scattering system showed 
that the bulk electron temperature was sti l l in this range for microwave powers 
of up to 200 kW and that both T e and ng had fairly flat spatial distributions 
over at least the central 20 cm of the plasma column (where the measurements 
were made). f 3 i M The exact form of the electron kinetic energy distribution is 
not a critical factor in evaluating the neutral particle parameters because the 
rates of almost all the reactions involved in the hydrogen chemistry of this 
plasma are insensitive to T e (i.e., vary by less than a factor of two for 
Te=40-I000 eV). The essential information for the following calculations of the 
bulk electron and ion power balance in EBT-I is the following; (i) the data of 
Figs. 1 and 2, together with knowledge that (ii) the effective electron 
temperature is above about 40 eV and (iii) the distributions of T e and n e are 
relatively flat across the plasma. 

I I I . BULK ELECTRON POWER BALANCE 

In this section a number of contributions to the power balance of the 
bulk electrons are evaluated using the spectral intensities shown in Fig. 1. The 
H^ intensity is first used to obtain the neutral atom density. The energy 
expended by the plasma electrons in ionization and excitation of H atoms, and in 
heating the electrons and ions created during ionization can then be calculated. 
Next, the molecular line emissicn intensity is used to determine the flux of 
molecules entering the plasma. A certain amount of energy is also expended in 
the dissociation of these molecules, but the most important quantity derivable 
i"rom the molecular flux is the particle confinement (replacement) time for the 
discharge. Some estimates can also be made of the energy confinement time for 
the bulk plasma and of the expected energy loss through the plasma boundary 
(i.e., diffusional losses). These results, together with general information on 
the power associated with the nonthermal ion and electron populations in the 
plasma are sufficient to determine the overall energy flow in the discharge (5ec. 
V). 

Plasma parameters derived from the data of Fig. 1 for the T-mode 
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(p=6-!0 gauge jiTorr) are listed in Table 1. Quantities that depend on the plasma 
volume and surface area have been evaluated for an effective torus minor radius 
a= 15 cm and a major radius R=150 cm, i.e., a plasma volume and surface area of 
Vpi=6.7x105 cm 3 and £pi=8.9x104 cm2, respectively. The minor radius cannot 
exceed 11 cm in the mirror throats, but may exceed 15 cm in the 50-cm-diam 
cavities. Under the assumption of uniform electron parameters, the density of 
atoms and the entering flux of molecules are independent of the radius, while 
most of the power and energy terms listed in Table I are proportional to a. The 
values of T e given in the table are interpolations based on the maximum and 
minimum values obtained by Thomson scattering in the T-mode.11 In this 
section the contribution of the hot electron component is neglected; that is, it is 
assumed that the fraction T\ of fast electrons in the total electron population is 
small (T^O.2) , as confirmed by the data of Cobble1 3'1 4 and by calculations of the 
energy transfer from the hot electrons to the bulk electrons (Sac. V.B.). The 
effect of this assumption on the parameters listed in Table I is minor in EBT-1 
and wil l be discussed briefly in connection with the overall energy balance of 
the discharge in Sec. V. None of the available data on EBT justify a better 
precision than about 20£ in the estimated effective minor radius of the 
discharge. This is probably the most serious limit on the precision of the 
parameters derived in this paper. The estimated error in the derived quantities 
listed in the table is thus 20-30&, in accordance with the errors associated 
with the original data from EBT. Nevertheless, a fairly consistent description of 
the discharge behavior can be obtained, despite the limited accuracy with which 
any properties of the EBT-I discharge were known. In the following, 
temperatures and particle energies are given in eV, total plasma energies and 
powers are given in J and W, respectively, and all other quantities in CG5 units 
except where noted. 

A. Hydrogen atoms The Doppler-broadened profiles in Fig. 2 indicate 
that the velocity of the H atoms is sufficient for them to cross the plasma with 
little loss. [The mean-free path for loss by ionization32 of atoms whose 
energies correspond to the narrow peak of the H^ profile, i.e., have energies 
=sQ.3 eV, is on the order of 30 cm in EBT.] It can be assumed, therefore, that the 
atom density n^ is uniform. The measured brightness of H^ at a distance L=225 
cm from the midpoint of the observation cavity is related tc the plasma 
parameters by 

BHoT "e~lnK < 0 H « V > d z / l 6 L 2 photons/cm2/s, (1) 
where rig"! is the line-integrated electron density (Fig. 1) and d=7.5 cm is the 
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viewing window diameter. For Te=40-200 eV the value of the rate coefficient 
ror excitation of H K by electron impact on H atoms, <c^>, calculated from the 
cross-section measurements of Walker and St. John33 is l .9x l0 - 9 cm z/s to 
within 5%. (The estimated error in the cross-section measurement is 30£. A 
comparison with other experimental data for this cross section shows that this 
rate coefficient may be an upper bound. See the comment following the citation 
of ref. 33 in this paper.) The resulting values of n^ (minus a 5% correction for 
HK produced by electron impact on H2 and H2*; see Sec. III.B.) are given in Table 
I. Also listed in the table is the electron energy content of the "bulk" plasma 
(again, neglecting the contribution of the "hot* electron component) 

ED=!.5n ekT eV p ( J, (2) 
where k=1.602x10 V J J/eV is the Boltzmann constant and ne=nel/(2a) is the 
average electron density. 

The H ,̂ emissivity can be scaled to yield the emission rates from all 
levels of the H atom as well as the ionization rate. When excitation to and 
radiation from the n=2-5 states as well as ionization are included, this power 
corresponds to an energy of 6^415 eV per H^ photon (with a calculated range of 
about 30 eV around this value for the temperatures of interest); roughly equal 
amounts of energy are dissipated in ionization and radiation. J 2 _ J 5 The total 
power expended in processes involving electron impact on H atoms, P ,̂ is then 
given by 

PH=0.95kTlH afHV p, W. (3) 
Here 1 ^ = 8Bn (xL2/(dza) pho(:ons/cm2/s is the H^ emissivity in the emitting 
volume. The factor 0.95, as before, accounts for the 5% of the H K emission 
produced by electron impact on molecules rather than atoms. 

The power transferred to the ions by Coulomb collisions with 
electrons, 

Pei=1.5n"jkTeVpj/7rej W, (4) 
is relatively small. Here nj=ne is the average ion density and 
t- e j=3. l5xl0 8 T e

3 / 2 / (n e lnA) s is the electron-ion equilibration time (the ion 
temperature T j«T e ; cf. Sec. IV), where the Coulomb logarithm 
lnA=ln(7.74xl0 9 T e

3 y 2 /n , / 2 ) ! sl6. 3 6 PH, in turn, is substantially less than the 
power P^e expended in Coulomb collisions! heating of the electrons produced by 
ionization of hydrogen atoms in the plasma interior. Since the time for newly 
produced electrons to thermalize to the bulk electron temperature is small 
(<100 JJS) compared to the particle replacement time (see below), these 
electrons will equilibrate to T e and consume a power 
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PHG*h5n"enHl<Te<rJ,v>Vp| W, (5) 
Tor the discharge as a whole, where <tfjV>^3xlC~8 cm 3s~' is the ionization 
rate coefficient.32 This process alone consumes about half of the applied 
microwave power (Table I). 

B. Hudroqen molecules Almost all H2 molecules are broken up as they 
enter the plasma. [The mean-free path for room temperature H2 in this plasms 
is on the order of 5 cm. 3 7 , 3 8 ] Here we consider an entering flux of H2 which 
yields molecular line emission with a certain probability f m per molecule. This 
approach is much simpler than trying to average the brightness of the molecular 
line emission over the plasma volume when nu is so obviously nonuniform. The 
observed brightness of tne H2 line emission in Fig. 1 is given (for a«L) by 

BH =<I>H f m <12/8L2 photons/cm2/s. (6) 
where ^ is the entering flux of H2 molecules (cm~ 2s _ l), 
f r n =<a r r ) v>AX/<a| 0 3 s H v> is the average number or photons produced in an 
observation bandwidth AX by a single entering molecule as it is dissocial.ed and 
ionized, and a factor 2 has been included because molecules are assumed to 
enter in equal amounts from both sides of the vacuum vessel. Here ^mV^ is the 
rate coefficient for emission of molecular lines at a given wavelength per unit 
wavelength and <^\05sH2

v> i s l n e t o t a l r a t 3 coefficient for loss of H2 by 
electron impact ionization,32 dissociative ionization,37 and dissociative 
excitation with product atoms in the n=1-5 states. 3 7 , 3 8 f m*1.3xl0~' ,

1 I.2X1CT4, 
and 3.4x10"'' nm~1, to within about 20% for X=668r 694, and 720 nm, 
respectively, when Te=20-20Q eV. [The probabilities for the last two 
wavelengths are scaled from published cross-section data for 668 nm 3 9 to the 
observed intensity of H2 line emission in the ACT-1 plasma device. In the Te<lO 
eV ACT-I plasma,'10 excitation is primarily caused by the electrons from an 
intense 200-400 V electron beam that is used to maintain the plasma. The 
spectral intensity distribution of a hydrcgen plasma in ACT-] is very similar to 
that observed in E6T-! over the interval 500-750 nm.J 

The averages of the values of <J>H2 obtained using Eq. (6) and the data 
of Fig. 1 for 694 and 720 nm are given in Table 1. The difference between the 
fluxes calculated from the data at these two wavelengths is at most \7%. Some 
of the entering H2 undergoes dissociative excitation and related processes to 
produce H^. The fraction of the observed H^ signal in Fig. 1 p. oduced by 
electron impact on H2 [i.e., dissociative excitation,38! and on H r

+ [i.e., 
dissociative recombination^1*^2 and (estimated) dissociative excitation13] as 
opposed to electron impact on H, is about 5% for filling pressures of 6-10 uTorr 
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and has been taken into account in Table 1. The density nu of molecules at the 
plasma center is on the or"*" of I0 9 cm" 3. 

The energy required to dissociate H2 and H 2

+ to yield H and H+ as Hz 

enters a plasma with Te>40 eV is approximately 32 eV per molecuia. (See the 
discussion of the next paragraph and Fig. 3.) Therefore, the power required to 
dissociate the entering H2 flux and produce the H atoms present in the plasma is 

P H z *32k* H 2 S p , W. (7) 
In this estimate it is assumed that the flux of H2 is uniform over the entire 
plasma surface. The energy expended in the subsequent ionization of the product 
H atoms and in collisional heating of the protons and electrons obtained from 
them has already Seen calculated. The sum 

Pe= pH 2* pH*PHe + pei. (8) 
therefore, represents the total power expended by the bulk plasma electrons to 
"convert" the entering molecules into thermalized electrons at T e and ions at Tj. 
This power has been derived primarily from the neutral atom density in the 
plasma. 

Another estimate of this power may be obtained from the molecular 
influx as follows: if it is assumed that every molecule entering the plasma is 
fully dissociated and ionized, and that the product electrons are fully 
thermalized to the bulk plasma electron temperature, then the total power 
expended by the bulk electrons in collisions should also be calculable directly 
from the molecular influx. Consider a hydrogen molecule placed in a large 
uniform plasma with an electron temperature Te_ The molecule will be broken 
up in a number of parallel and consecutive reactions including dissociative 
excitation 3 7 , 3 8 and dissociative ionization37 of H2, molecular ionization,32 

dissociative reactions of H 2 * / H ' ' , 3 »' M ionization of H,32 and so on. The problem 
of calculating the energy expended in breaking up molecules in a plasma is 
related to the problsm of energy loss by an electron beam entering a gas 
discussed by He^ps and Green45 and by Gerhart.''6 The average energy needed to 
dissociate a molecule, for example, wil l exceed the threshold energy for 
dissociation because numerous parallel radiative processes may occur, such as 
ultraviolet band emission oorr. H 2 . 4 7 In the present example, the average energy 
expenditure for the first step in breaking up a single H2 molecule by molecular 
ionization, dissociative excitation, and dissociative ionization (to yield H2

+,H. 
and H+) for Te=1-1C00 eV is shown in Fig. 3 (curve labelled H2). (Vibrational 
excitation, which would be significant at very low T e, has been neglected.) The 
amount of energy required to break up the average number of product H z

+ ions 
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from each molecule by dissociative recombination, excitation, and ionization is 
shown as the curve labelled H2*. [A von Busch-Dum vibrational energy 
distribution, which is close to the Franck-Condon distribution, is assumed for 
the Hj* . 4 3 ! The energy of 32 eV/molecule in Eq. (7) is obtained from the sum of 
the curves labelled H 2 and H2* in f ig. 3. The energy required to ionize the 
average number of atoms created by tha complete breakup of an H2 molecule is 
shown as the curve labelled H. The average energy required for complete 
dissociation and Ionization of a single H2 molecule to form two protons and two 
electrons is given by the sum of these three curves and is plotted in Fig. 3 as 
the curve labelled "Dissoc+loniz.* In a large plasma with T e » T j the electrons 
obtained from the molecule wil l thermalize for a further expenditure of 3Te eV. 
The combined energy expended in dissociation, ionization, and thermalization in a 
large, cold-ion plasma, eu , i shown as the curve labelled "Total* in Fig. 3. 

Evidently, almost all molecules entering a plasma as hot and dense as 
the EBT discharge wil l be broken up by dissociation and molecular ionization. 
Tli5 resulting H 2

+ wil l also be broken up into atoms and protons since it is 
confined for a time comparable to or longer than the loss time. Assuming that 
the sticking probability for H at the vessel walls is « ! , then most of the atoms 
in the discharge wil l also be ionized. Finally, assuming that they are confined 
long enough, the electrons produced by ionization of these atoms wi l l be 
thermalized to T e. In effect, the molecules entering EBT wi l l behave as if they 
had been immersed in an infinite plasma: most wi l l undergo complete ionization 
and the charged particle products wil l be thermalized- The total power expended 
by the plasma electrons to carry out these processes can then be found using 
Fig. 3 and the formula 

Pm=^H2«H22pl W. (9) 
For the data in Table I, Pm is *70£ of Pe. 

A comparison of the density of atoms obtained from the H^ intensity 
(Sec. II1.A) and indirectly from the molecular influx confirms the relationship of 
these estimates (Pe and Pm) of the bulk plasma power expenditure. The 
molecular influx can be used to estimate the neutral atom density by taking into 
account the balance between loss of H by volume ionization and adsorption at the 
vacuum vessel walls, and production of H from the entering H2 flux. The value of 
n^ obtained from the molecular flux is about 50^ of the value obtained from the 
H w intensity for the parameters of Table I. Thus, while the molecular emission 
data provide qualitative support for the conclusions (especially the pressure 
variations) derived from the more accurate data on atomic line (HK) emission, a 
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difference of up to a factor of 2 remains. Several effects may contribute to the 
above difference between P e and P m , as wen as to the discrepancy in the values 
of n^ obtained from the atomic and molecular line intensities; (i) the estimates 
for < o m v > may be high; (ii) if dissociation of H 2 occurs in an cdgs region with 
Te< 70 eV, then the number of product atoms per molecule may be greater 
(approaching 2) than the *1.3 at the temperatures used in this calculation; (ii i) 
more molecules may enter the plasma from gas feed ports and (per unit area) 
from wall regions not seen by the detectors; and, (iv) the temperature of the 
molecules entering the plasma may be higher than room temperature (0.025 eV), 
so tnat the mean-free path for H 2 in the plasma would be greater than 5 cm and 
a smaller fraction of incident H2 wil l be broken up. A molecule temperature 
above 0.075 eV seems improbable since the walls did not melt and the particle 
densities in EBT were toe low to provide much coMisional heating of H2. It was 
impossible to determine the temperature of the molecules spectroscopically 
because the observed intensities of lines near 600 nm in the Q and R branches of 
the [0,0J band of the Fulcher alpha system (3p7t3iru -> 2scf3£g) did not 
correspond to a unique rotational temperature for the molecules. Rotational 
disequilibrium where the upper states have populations in excess of a Boltzmann 
distribution f i t to the lower rotational states is quite common in hydrogen 
discharges.48 A detailed answer to the question of matching the i^anlities 
reived from the atomic and molecular spectral intensities would require 
knowledge of the spatial distributions of H 2 and H. These have been calculated in 
detail for EBT-S by Davis arid Colchin''9 using Monte-Carlo methods. 

C. Particle and enerau confinement times The calculated value of P e 

in Table I represents consumption of =60£ of the applied microwave power and 
is a lower bound in terms of experimental data on electron impact production of 
H K from H atoms (cf. the note following the citation of ref. 33). The bulk 
electron energy lops mechanisms described up to this point are local losses 
associated with the plasma chemistry and do not include explicitly any 'osses 
associated with transport at the plasma edge, i.e., diffusion or convecLion. Such 
losses have, in fact, been included in P H e (Eq. (5)) if the requirements of 
particle balance are taken into account. For example, the local rate of 
production of electrons by ionization of H atoms at the plasma center is given by 

' V ^ H ^ i 7 ^ 1 0 ' 5 electrons/cm3/s. (10) 
This implies a local particle confinement (replacement) time at the plasma 
center (Table I) of 

^p,C a 'V'ne =( nH <Oi>' >)"' s- 0 0 
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The gross particle confinement (replacement) time for electrons or 
protons in the discharge is given in terms of the incident molecular flux by 

r p * n7l/(8* H 2) s (12) 
and is listed in Table I. The discrepancy between the densities of H atoms 
calculated from the H a data and from the molecular influx [See the discussion 
following Eq. (9).] shows that the particle con f inement times r p given in Table I 
probably are overestimates. On the other hand, r p C [Eq. (11)], which is derived 
from the atomic line emission intensity, provides a lower limit to trp that is 
within the error limits on the latter quantity. 

The relationship between the molecular influx and the plasma 
propert'es in the interior of the discharge suggests that the particle 
replacement time is probably closely related to the overall energy confinement 
time fnr the discharge. The diffusions! loss (in the general sense of the term, 
including convection) from the plasma can also now be evaluated. The main 
problem is to establish how much energy is carried away by each departing 
charged particle that is replaced in accordance with Eq. (10). In the uniform 
plasma model used here, each electron leaving the plasma carries away l.5Te 

eV. Thus the diffusional power loss is given by 
Pn*3kT eOH 2E p| W, (13a) 

or equivalent^, in terms of the central plasma parameters [using Eq. (12)1, 
PQ*1.5n8l(TeVp|/rp W, (13b) 

where r p is determined from the molecular influx. In a plasma with a finite 
edge region in which the electron temperature varies from its maximum to some 
lower value, the loss per electron may be smaller, and Eqs. (13) would have to 
be multiplied by a factor o<<1 to account for this. The maximum value of Pp 
(i.e., for cx=1), Po(max)> i s l i s t e d ' n T a b l e '• Obviously, if r p is replaced by zr pc 
(derived from the atom density), PQ is the same as the electron heating power 
P^g. Given the better precision of the H K data, the latter value may be a better 
estimate for the diffusronai and transport energy loss from the bulk: electron 
component of this plasma. This: estimate of the diffusional power loss should be f : 

compared to that obtained in the Bohm diffusion limit in which the power loss is 
given by 

P B =E b / r B W. (14) 
where r ^ a 2 ^ is the Bohm diffusion time for the plasma, DQ-cl<Te/16eB is the 
Bohm diffusion coefficient, 3 6 , 5 1 and B is the magnetic field in G. The Bohm 
diffusion power P B is listed in Table I for a mai, etic field B=5 kG. (The 
volume average B is 4-6 kG in the EBT-I configuration.) Pg is somewhat below 
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the estimate of the maximum transport loss (Pn or P^) at low pressures and 
the difference becomes much larger at higher pressures. P^B is presumably 
balanced by convection and other transport loss mechanisms besides cross-field 
diffusion. 

The energy "̂Onfinement time of the bulk plasma electrons is given by 

where P e is the total energy expended by the bulk electrons. 
The ratio c^.e^p o f t n e e n e r 9 y a n d particle confinement times for 

the bulk electrons is constant to witnin \0% over the pressure range 6-10 gauge 
uTorr. The invariance of the confinement time ratio with applied microwave 
power (or, more precisely, of an analogous quantity derived from data on the 
fast electrons in EBT-5 and incorrectly applied to the discharge as a whole) has 
been claimed as evidence of neoclassical confinement in EBT. 6 , 7 , 1 8 In the 
present discussion, however, the approximate constancy of the confinement time 
ratio follows theoreticall<| simply from the fact that each cold electron entering 
the plasma consumes a (roughly) fixed amount of plasma energy and is balanced 
by an electron that is carrying away a constant fraction of the plasma electron 
.nergy as it leaves. Ultimately, experimentally, this constancy follows from the 
similar slopes of the Intensity curves for H K and molecular light in Fig. L 
Since the bulk plasma energy changes little with applied microwave power [The 
energy in the hot electron component may be an entirely different matter!], and 
the luminosity of the plasma increases slowly with power above 40 kW, the 
confinement time ratio, as calculated here for the bulk plasma, should vary only 
weakly with the applied power. 

IV. ION ENERGY BALANCE 

Visible spectrum measurements indicated from the Beginning that the 
ion temperature Tj in EBT was low, but conflicting data were reported from 
charge-exchange measurements. The main purpose of this discussion of the ion 
energy balance in EBT-I is to reconcile the two sets of data. The bulk ion 
temperature is first calculated from the known atom density and energy 
distribution in the 37 kW FBT-J plasma. The contribution of the ions to the line 
profiles of Fig. 2 is then found to confirm this value of Tj. An examination of 
the ion contribution to the line shape is of independent interest for the theory of 
hydrogen spectral line shapes in plasmas. Finally, the high energy ions detected 
by charge exchange are examined as part of the overall power balance in the 
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discharge, and their behavior is compared with other ECRH experiments in an 
attempt to explain their origin. 

A. Bulk ion temperature The ion energy balance in the discharge 
includes the following source and loss mechanisms: (i) charge exchange on the 
atoms in the plasma; (ii) ionization of H atoms; (iii) electron-ion collisional 
heating; and (iv) other less easily accountable processes such as diffusion or 
convection. Because the Coulomb collisional self-equilibration times for the 
bulk electrons and (at the temperatures calculated here) ions in this plasma are 
substantially below t<\e gross particle or energy confinement times, the 
electrons and ions should be thermal ized, possibly at widely different 
temperatures.36 The terms corresponding to these four local mechanisms in the 
ion power balance equation are as follows (eV/cm3/s)= 

njr^-etfcxV^EH-I.STj), (16) 
nenn<<JjV>En, (17) 
5 .7x i r r 8 n B n jO e -T j ) /T e

5 / 2 , (18) 
and 

-l.5njTj/trD j- (19) 
In the steady-state EBT plasma the sum of Eqs. (I6)-(I9) is zero. Here £(^2.1 
eV is the average energy of the atoms in the plasma (from Fig. 2); nj, r̂ , and n^ 
are the densities of ions, electrons, and atoms; T e and Tj are the electron and 
ion temperatures; < cf c x v> and <cfjv> denote the charge-exchange and ionization 
rate coefficients;32 and, rrjj is the diffusiona! loss time for the ions. Terms 
(16)-(18) set an upper limit on the local value of Tj, but term (19) is 
fundamentally important in maintaining the balance of particle numbers and will 
make Tj smaller. The maximum values of Tj (TQJ ~> °°), denoted by Tj(max), are 
listed in Table 1 along with the practical expected values of Tj obtained by 
setting ?[>(=?•„ in Eq. (19). 

B. Spectral line shape The equilibrium temperature of the ions in the 
bulk plasma has been shown above to be about 3 eV. Even if diffusional (particle 
or transport) losses were neglected, the ion temperature could not excted 10 eV. 
A 3 eV ion temperature in this plasma is consistent with tne H^ line shape 
observed in EBT-L 1 6 , 2 9 '- 3 0 Measurements of H^ and HJJ with a scanning 
monochromator and with an FPI (Fig. 2) showed no significant Doppier broadening 
corresponding to temperatures above the calculated Tj«3 cV of Table 1. The 
particle balance equations for the neutral atoms in this plasma show that the 
density of atoms at the ion temperature is between 30 and 50£ of the total 
atom density, regardless of Tj. In particular, the local balance equation for the 
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density n^jf of fast neutral atoms with an effective temperature determined by 
charge exchange on a group of hot ions having density njf (as opposed to the 
density of the bulk ions n^, where the total ion density nj=njb+nj f) includes 
terms for the production of these atoms by charge exchange, loss by ionization. 
and Inss by charge exchange on the bulk ions. Assuming a low sticking 
probability (<0.2, see ref. 50) for H atoms at the wa'ls, in the steady state the 
fast atom dynsity would be roughly 

nHi f=(nHnj f/ne)[<oc xv>/(<CTiv> -<CJC XV>)], (20) 
wh&re ty is the given total hydrogen atom density, <OjV> is the electron-impact 
ionization rate coefficient, and < CJ C X V> is the charge-exchange rate coefficient 
corresponding to the temperature of the hot ions.32 In the absence of a hot ion 
component, n|f snj and this equation yields the density of charge-exchange atoms 
at the ion temperature. Therefore, if the temperature of the bulk ions, Tj, had 
been significantly greater than the energy of the atoms seen in the spectrum of 
Fig. 1, the profile should have ha^ easily detectable wider wings. In the EBT-I 
plasmas described here, no such wines were detected with a signal amplitude of 
more than 0.5* of the peak of the H w profile. That level (about equal to the 
noise level in the observations) wouid correspond to fast charge-exchange 
neutral atom populations at (for example) temperatures of 30 or 10 eV that 
formed 2.7 or \.6%, respectively, of the total atom population. (5ee the 
discussion of highly energetic ions in 5ec. 1V.C.) 

The contribution to the spectra of Fig. 2 from charge-exchange atoms 
at the ion temperature can now be examined in more detail. The values of Tj in 
Table I for VQfVp lie between the energies of slow and fast dissociation 
product atoms. If the ions got all their energy from the energy of dissociation 
product atoms in this plasma, Tj would be roughly 3.5 eV. [That is the solution 
TJ=!.5EH of the ion energy balance equation obtained from Eqs. (16)-(19) in the 
limit of infinite T e and VQ,] The calculated ion temperature is somewhat lower 
owing to particle and energy losses. The neutral atom particle balance [Eq. (20)] 
shows that lor the Tj values of Table I, approximately 30£ of the total atom 
density and, therefore, of the H w intensity in the traces of Fig. 2, curves A-C, 
is produced by atoms at a temperature Tj. Hence, the line profiles of Fig. 2, 
curves A-C, are actually made up of emission from three groups of atoms 
roughly defined as follows: atoms with energies equal to that of slow 
dissociation products, thermalized atoms at Tj (possibly somewhat lower than 
the Tj values given in Table I), and atoms with energies equal to that of fast 
dissociation products. Some thermalization of these atoms may occjr because 
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of reflection at the walls, but since atoms that have lost energy at the walls 
wil l tend to be ionized as they cross the plasma and since at least two 
components can be resolved in traces A-C of Fig. 2, it appears that collisional 
relaxation is not taking place between the three groups of emitting atoms. The 
presence of an emitting component at Tj in Fig. 2 (curves A-C) has two effects 
on tha H^ line profile: the plateau found in the H K spectrum of fast dissociation 
product atoms (faring experiments with electron beam bombardment of hydrogen 
gas52 is smoothed out. Also, the width of the wide component seen in Fig. 2 is 
somewhat less than that of the fast dissociation product spectrum observed52 in 
the electron beam experiments. (Energy loss in wall collisions wil l also 
contribute to both these spectroscopic effects.2 5) When the discharge conditions 
were varied over the normal operating range, there was litt le change in either Tj 
or (by a factor of about two) in the relative amounts of fast and slow 
dissociation product atoms in the plasma. Thus, the width of the H^ line from 
EBT is almost independent of the discharge conditions. (At very high pressures, 
as in Fig. 2, curve D, the line profile contains only a single narrow component. 
T e is tow in that case, so that few atoms with energies above 1 eV can be 
produced by dissociation,29 and the width of the profile shows that Tj is low.) 

C. Highly energetic ions Charge-exchange measurements were 
performed on EBT almost from the beginning of machine operation, it was soon 
found that signals were obtained corresponding to high energy ions in the 
plasma. "Temperatures" of 30-300 eV or meve were derived from fits to the 
data. 5 , 1 6 A cesium stripping cell has been used in most work on EBT. Published 
count rate spectra of the neutral particle energy obtained from a cesium cell 
neutrs! energy spectrometer for an EBT-I discharge with about 48 kW of applied 
microwave power show a product of atom density times ion density, 
njnn=6.2xl020 cm" 6, for an ion population with a f i t temperature of 33.5 eV 
(Ref. 16, p. 28). (Much smaller amounts of ions with f i t tamperatures of 62 and 
680 eV are also shown there.) For the typical ion density of =»fx!0 1 J cm" 3, this 
implies r̂ | »6xl0 8 cm*3, which is almost two orders of magnitude below the 
neutral atom densities derived from the measured H w intensity for the EBT-I 
discharges discussed here. In other words, the ions which produced the 
charge-exchange data form at most I-3& of the tulk ion population. This 
interpretation of the charge-exchange data is consistent with the discussion of 
the H K spectrum given in the preceding section (IV.B). The energy contained in 
these hot ions is less than 0.5 J and the power lost as they undergo charge 
exchange is low (<300 W). Some heating of the bulk ions by Coulomb collisions 
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with the hot ions also occurs. In the present case the upper bound for the power 
delivered to the bulk ions by collisions with the hot ions is 700 W. This level 
would lead to a doubling of the ion temperature given in Table 1, but this was 
not observed spectroscopically. Thus, the density of the fast ions was probably 
on the order of \% of the bulk ion density in the 37 kW EBT-I plasma, a fraction 
confirmed by the low level (or absence of) wider wings in the H^ spectrum (cf. 
the discussion foi lowing Eq. (20)). At times the fast ions have been treated as 
the bulk ions in the plasma in analyses of the plasms behavior in both EBT-1 and 
EBT-S, and their effective energy has been reported as the bulk ion 
temperature.'1"7'16 Indeed, it was recently found spectroscopically that at very 
high powers in EBT-S, atoms with energies on the order of 20 eV made 
substantially larger contributions to the H K spectrum than in EBT-I. In that 
high-power case it thus appears that the fast ion papulation did form a larger 
part of the ion energy distribution5 3 than in EBT-J. 

The hot ions in EBT-I cmjld not have been heated by Coulomb 
collisions with the plasma electrons. In addition, the potential gradient in the 
plasma measured by means of an ion beam probe corresponded to a smooth 
potential variation of roughly 200 V over a distance on the order of 8-10 cm. 1 6 

The resultant electric field is not sufficient to heat H ions to these energies, 
given the high ion-ion collision frequency at low bulk Tj and other effects. How 
could this plasma have produced any particles detectable by charge-exhange 
methods at all? It is beyond the scope of the present work to discuss this 
problem in detail, but ion heating has beers observed by Bulyginsky et a_l., during 
ECRH on the FT -1 tokamak.22 They round that the thermal charge-exchange 
energy spectrum characteristic of a Tj=400 eV ohmically heated plasma develops 
a high energy tail (at energies of *1 keV and above) during ECRH. A parametric 
mechanism involving the extraordinary wave was proposed by them for tha ion 
heating during ECRH since hot ions were not observed during ECRH using the 
ordinary w?ive. Matching of the upper hybrid resonance, with an angular 
frequency oi n given by 3 6 

" h 2 = w p 2 + w c 2 . (21) 
where (j>p and ui c are the plasma and cyclotron frequencies of the plasma, to 
the microwave frequency must occur somewhere in the plasma volume for this 
mechanism to be possible. The upper hybrid resonance is accessible at the 
typical magnetic fields, densities, and microwave frequencies used in EBT, so 
that this mechanism may explain, or at least contribute to, the energetic ion 
population detected by charge ^change. 
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V. CONCLUSION. POWER BALANCE IN A 37 IcW EBT-I DISCHARGE 

The power balances for the ions and for the bulk electrons in the 
T-mode have been examined in detail in this paper. In the first part of this 
section the power balance in a moderately high pressure (C-mode) plasma is 
examined. In that mode the nonthermal electron and ion populations are known 
to be small and 'he bulk plasma models of Sees, i l l and IV can be tested directly 
and are found to be consistent with the plasma behavior. Because the total bulk 
power consumption P e or Sec. Il l (and table I) does not fully match the input 
microwave power, the relationships of the various nonthermal particles to the 
power balance in the T-mode plasma are examined in the next section to aid in 
constructing an overall power balance estimate for the 37 kW EBT-I discharge. 
The power balance of the discharge as a whole can be consistently explained by 
assuming that the hot electron component is directly heated by the microwaves 
and the bulk electrons are heated in Coulomb collisions with the hot electrons. 
The difference between the applied microwave power and the total power lost 
through the electron annuli, hot ions, and bulk electrons can be attributed to 
transport losses from the hot electrons at a level comparable to Bohm diffusion. 
A summary or the parameters derived from the spectroscopic data for the 37 kW 
T-mode EBT discharges concludes this paper. 

A. C-mode discharge A simple example of the power balance in an 
fcBT-I discharge is provided by a moderately high pressure discharge without 
significant hot electron or ion populations: the discharge of Fig. 1 at a filling 
pressure of roughly 20 gauge jiTorr. In this plasma there are no hot rings and 
the x-ray bremsstrahlung detector typically indicated very low effective 
temperatures if it detected any signal at a l l , 1 5 so it can be assumed that there 
is a single, thermal electron component. The H K spectrum for this plasma is 
shown in Fig. 2, curve C. Since T e>!5 eV according to probe measurements, the 
photon yield per entering molecule is roughly independent of the temperature. 
The data of Fig. 1 for 694 nm and Eq. (6) give a flux of 7.8x1015 

molecules/cm2/s (9.5xlQ'5 for the 720 nm data). Suppose all the microwave 
power (P„^=37 kW) goes into dissociating and ionizing H2 and heating bulk 
electrons. Setting Pm=Puy/ in Eq. (9) and talcing the effective minor radius of 
the plasma to be a=l5 cm, we find that e ^ 2 5 0 e V ( 2 0 5 e V f o r t h e 7 2 0 n m 

data). Comparing this value of eu with the total energy curve in Fig. 3, we find 
T e*50 eV (40 eV for the 720 nm data). If the plasma were somewhat more 
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diffuse (a>!5 cm), the resulting temperature would be lower, but stil l >20 eV. 
Thomson scattering measurements for plasmas in the C-mode gave Te=30-40 
eV," in fair agreement with the above value. In this plasma the density of 
hydrogen atoms is close to l x l G n cn,r3 [Eq. (1)], the particle confinement time 
is 0.4 ms [Eq. (12)], the total energy confinement time is 0.2 ms [Eq. (15) with 
p e = p i iWl • a n d Tj«s2.5 eV [Eqs. (!6)-(19) with rnj=rp]. This plasma is well 
described by the particle and energy balance developed in Sec. i l l for the bulk 
plasma electrons. 

B. Power balance in the H -mode Power balance estimates including 
the hot ion and electron populations for the 37-38 fcW T-mode discharges with 
nominal filling pressures of 6-10 jfT orr that have been analyzed in this paper 
are summarized in Fig. 4. There the numbers denote powers in kW. The lines 
with arrows that join boxed entries refer to transfer of energy from the 
microwaves to plasma constituents and among the charged particles in the 
plasma. The other lines (bulk ion heating by the hot ions is included arbitrarily 
in this group as it was not observed in the actual discharge) denote final 
dissipation of the applied power. (Most of the electron loss values are obtained 
from Table I. The electron heating term Pe is shown in Fig. 4 as balanced by the 
diffusional and convective energy flow from the bulk plasma.) The input 
microwave power is divided between heating the electron annuli, the hot ions, 
and the hot electrons in the toroidal plasma, with most of the power going to 
the latter and then to the bulk electrons. 

ECRH acts more efficiently on electrons with higher energies than the 
bulk population, that is, on the "hot" electrons.' 3 , 1 3 The hot electrons, in turn, 
transfer energy to the bulk electrons through Coulomb collisions.' 3 ' 3 6 The 
magnitude of the possible energy transfer between the hot and bulk electrons 
can be illustrated by some examples for conditions similar to those under which 
the measurements discussed in this paper were taken. The equilibration time 
for a hot electron component at temperature Tep, in the field of the bulk 
electrons is roughly 

^h=lAx\0^eh^y((]-T\he\nA) s, (22) 
where T\ is the fractional density of hot electrons. The power delivered to the 
bulk electrons in collisions with the hot electron component is then evaluated 
using the temperature relaxation equation.36 This power is roughly 

P n b=7.2xl0" 2 5 i i ( l -Ti)ne

2Vp|inAx 
KT e n -T e ) /T G t l 3/2 w . ( 2 3 ) 

Hillis et a_l.,'? measured a hot electron component with a density 71^=2.5x10" 
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cm" 3 and temperature ^ = 4 5 0 eV in an EBT plasma with an applied power of 40 
kW at 18 kHz, Assuming that this discharge is similar to the 6 jiTorr case of 
Table 1, where n e=7.7x!0 1 ' cm" 3 and Te=120 eV, and assuming that the hot and 
bulk electron populations occupy the same plasma volume, we find Pf1t)=35 kW, 
which is substantially greater than the calculated power dissipation by the bulk 
electron population. Te^ or T\, therefore, are probably smaller in our 37 kW 
case. Figure 1.4 on page 4 of ref. 15 indicates that an x-ray bremsslrahlung 
temperature T e n*250 eV may be more appropriate. The total dissipation Pe of 
roughly 20 kW by the bulk electrons given in Table I can be provided by P̂ b from 
Eq. (23) for 7|=0.16. (Pe is balanced by Pf,D for Tef1=250 eV and 7p0.08 at a 
filling pressure of 10 gauge pTorr.) 

The assignment of tha microwave power to the hot electrons in the 
first heating step is somewhat arbitrary since some direct rf heating of the 
lower temperature bulk population may occur, as in the C-mode discharge of Sec 
V.A. This "indistinguishability" is indicated in Fig. 4 by a bold arrow which 
enters the block corresponding to the hot electron component and goes on to the 
bulk electron box. Because of the rapid energy transfer from the hot electrons 
to the bulk electrons, the hot electrons maintain the bulk plasma. In this 
respect they serve a function analogous to that of the fast electron tail in 
hollow cathode discharges. However, the action of the fast electrons in the two 
types of discharge is quite different: jn 3 hollow cathode discharge, ionization 
and electronic excitation are predominantly caused by a hot electron population 
with an energy of 10 eV or more per particle since the bulk temperature is very 
low (a few eV) and the rate coefficients corresponding to the bulk electron 
population are orders of magnitude smaller than those for the fast tail. 5 ' ' In 
EBT, on the other hand, the rates for eiectron-impect atomic and molecular 
processes are essentially the same for the hot and bulk electrons, so that the 
hot electrons participate in these processes only in proportion to their relative 
density in the plasma. Calculations for a hot electron population with the 
parameters of the first example in the preceding paragraph confirm that most of 
the parameters listed in Table I are changed by no more than 20£. In the 
present 37 kW case, the apparent power expended in heating cold electrons, P H e , 
may be larger owing to the presence of the hot electrons, but its contribution to 
the total loss power is balanced by reductions in the other terms. Thus, it is 
sufficient for the purpose of an overall power balance estimate, such as that of 
Fig. 4, to assume that the hot electrons contribute to the bulk plasma loss 
processes in proportion to their density fraction iy 
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The role of energy losses from the hot electron population (aside 
from collisions with the bulk electrons as in Eq. (23)), especially in higher 
power EBT-5 discharges, requires a different approach and wil l be examined 
elsewhere. However, the problem must now be considered briefly in order to 
complete the discharge power balance of Fig. 4. Cross-field Bohm diffusion5' is 
one possibility, although positive identification of such a diffusion law would 
require further analysis. As shown above, the power dissipate by the bulk 
electrons (Pe) can easily be provided by the hot electrons (P^). This leaves as 
much as 16 kW of power that must be accounted for beyond the heating 
requirements of the hot electron annuli and rast ions (described in the next 
paragraph). For the above examples of hot electron parameters (following Eq. 
(23)), Bohm diffusional loss (evaluated by Eq. (14) with Ê  replaced by 
T|nekTenVp|, etc.) from the hot electrons can provide a power loss of the 
required magnitude. Thus, trie above example with T(=0.32 and T eff450 eV 
would yield a Bohm loss of roughly 45 kW, well in excess of the total applied 
power. It is possible to obtain a computed Bohm loss on the order of 15 kW by 
reducing the values of TI and T ^ as in the previous examples. A slight 
enhancement or the high energy tail of the hot electron kinetic energy 
distribution (for example, as a result of the dynamics of the ECRH heating 
process) could also lend to substantially higher Bohm losses than from a thermal 
distribution at the nominal x-ray temperatures and densities. The estimated 
diffusional loss (assumed to be Bohm diffusion here) from the hot electrons is 
indicated in Fig. 4 by an arrow from the hot electron box to that for electron 
energy loss, from which in turn an arrow indicates an equal hot electron 
diffusion loss corresponding to a reasonable range of values of T\ and Je^ for the 
37 kW discharge. Given that the apparent dirfusional and convection losses from 
the bulk plasma are greater than or equal to the Bohm limit (Sec. Ill.C), it is 
clear from existing data on EBT-S that some energy loss comparable to or in 
excess of Bohm losses from the hot electrons will have to be invoked to explain 
the power balance in the high power discharges. 

In Fig. 4, the microwave power that is not absorbed b'j the toroidal 
electrons (hot and bulk) goes into heating the electron annuli and hot ions and, 
possibly, into non-plasma rf losses. The high particle energy and long decay 
times of the annuli formed in ECRH experiments in magnetic mirrors 1 5 , 2 1 show 
that they are very well confined compared to the toroidal plasma in EBT. Most 
of the power delivered to the annuli is lost by Coulomb collisions with the 
toroidal plasma electrons and ultimately ddds to the power they can spend in 
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"processing" entering nolecules. That power can be estimated using the 
classical Coulomb collision rate [cf. Eq. (23)1. This and other power losses for 
the annuli, including drift and scattering on plasma particles, synchrotron 
radiation, and bremsstrahlung (the mechanism by which they are observed), have 
been examined by Borowski e_t a l , 2 4 who also give a relativistic generalization 
of Eq. (23). As noted in Sec. IV, the hot ions could lose a total power of as 
much as a few hundred Watts through charge exchange (the mechanism by which 
they are observed) and, in extreme cases, somewhat more through Coulomb 
collisional heating of the bulk ions. The bulk ions at Tj*s3 eV lose no more than 
0.5 kW by diffusion (included under the "particle transport" entry for the 
electrons in Fig. 4). No data on rf power losses are available, but at a level of 3 
kW or less, they would be sufficient to make up for the apparent discrepancies 
in the calculations 'eading to Fig. 4. 

C Summary The results of this paper can be summarized as follows: 
in a 37 kW T-mode EBT-I discharge, the plasma electrons ultimately lose most 
of their energy by ionization and excitation of H atoms, dissociation and 
ionization of entering molecules, ion heating, and, especially, heating of newly 
formed electrons. The last mechanism also accounts for diffusional, drift, and 
convective toss as it accounts for the contribution of particle balance to the 
bu!:< electron energy. About 60-70J& of the microwave power applied to this 
plasma can be accounted for by these bulk electron loss processes. 
Spectroscopic data on the emission from hydrogen atoms and molecules in the 
plasma yielded the plasma parameters used in the power balance estimates. The 
parameters derived from this data have the following approximate values in the 
T-mode: hydrogen atom density 3-5x10 , c cm" 3, entering hydrogen molecule flux 
3-5xl0 1 5 ernes' 1, and ion temperature 3 eV. The derived bulk electron energy 
and particle confinement times are 0.5-0.7 ms and £0.8-1.1 ms, respectively. 
The bulk plasma model used here can consistently explain the properties of a 
moderate-pressure C-mode discharge in which hot electrons are absent. The 
T-rnode plasmas require consideration of the hot electrons that are present in 
the plasma. The hot electron component, which is more directly heated by the 
microwaves, can transfer powers on the order of the calculated (bulk electron) 
dissipation to the bulk electrons by Coulomb collisions. The remainder of the 
applied power goes into diffusion from the hot e'ectron component, heating the 
electron annuli and hot ions and, possibly, into non-plasma rf losses. The 
absolute values of the power losses calculated in this paper have associated 
errors of 20-30&; however, the basic conclusions about the power balance 
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derived here remain qualitatively, true and consistent over the range of possible 
va^es that follow from these errors. Although the discussion given here has 
been limited to a rather low power EBT-I discharge, the results should be of use 
in analyzing the power balance in higher power discharges since the bulk plasma 
parameters are known to change litt le as the applied power is raised. 
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Table I. Bulk Plasma Properties in EBT-I" 

Fil l pressure 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 to.o pTorr gauge 
"V 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.8 3.0 10 "3 c m " 2 

T e 120 108 95 82 70 eV 

E b 15. 15. 14. 12. 11. J 

"H 4.1 4.4 4.6 5.2 5.3 1 0 , 0 c n r 3 

P H 2.6 3.0 3.4 4.0 4.3 kW 

p e i 0.46 0.59 0.69 0.80 0.97 kW 

p He 19 20. 19 19 18 kW 

% 2.6 3.3 3.7 4.3 4.8 t O , 5 c m " J s " ' 

% 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.0 2.2 kW 

p e 23 25 25 26 25 kW 

p m 16 18 18 19 19 kW 

rP.c 0.61 0.76 0.72 0.64 0.62 ms 

r P 1.1 0.99 0.92 0.83 0.78 ms 

pD(max) 13 15 15 15 14 kW 

pBohm 10. 9.0 7.3 5.6 4.4 kW 
r E,e 0.66 0.61 0.56 0.47 0.44 ms 

Tj (max) 8.5 9.0 9.1 9.1 9.4 eV 

T| 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.4 eV 

* Except for those in the first four rows, the parameters listed here are 
derived from optical measurements on a T-mode discharge with combined 
microwave powers of 30 kW at 18 GHz and 7-8 kW at t0.6 GHz. These 
computations apply to a bulk toroidal plasma with an effective minor 
radius of 15 cm and major radius of 150 cm. The notation is explained 
in the text. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. I. The pressure dependences of the relative intensities of light at 694 nm, 

720 nm, and 656 nm (HK), line-integrated electron density, and filling neutral 

density in an EBT-I discharge with 30 kW of 18 GHz and 7-8 kW of 10.6 GHz 

microwave power. The absolute values of these parameters are given in the 

text. 

Fig. 2. The H^ spectrum from EBT-I under various discharge conditions. 

Fig. 3. The average energy expended in breaking up a hydrogen molecule (curve 

Hz) and in breaking up the W2

¥ and H formed from that molecule (curves H 2

+ and 

H) inside a large plasma with an electron temperature T e. Also shown are the 

total energy expended in dissociating and ionizing the molecule to obtain an ion 

pair (Dissoc.+ loniz.) and the total energy to produce an ion pair and heat the 

product electrons to T e. 

Fig. 4. The power balance for a 37-38 kW EBT-I discharge in the standard 

operating range (T-mode). The numbers are powers in kW. The arrows denote 

transfer of energy to and between the charged particle species of the plasma. 

The values given at the end of line segments denote final dissipation of the 

applied power. 
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